What is Agrello ID

Agrello ID is a next-generation digital identity solution that takes advantage of the advanced capabilities of mobile devices and modern technology to offer a high level of convenience and security to users.

There are two tiers of Agrello ID - **non-qualified** and **qualified**.

The **non-qualified** tier is a secure wallet for your digital keys which can be used to authenticate into the Agrello Platform as well as partner systems and manage your Agrello account.

The **qualified** tier requires completing the identity verification process and links your identity information to your digital keys. It then allows you to authorize material transactions and digitally sign legally binding agreements with confidence.

Agrello ID is created, stored and accessed using your mobile device, meaning you can always have it with you.

Your private keys never leave your device and are never exposed elsewhere, giving you the full ownership and control over your Agrello digital identity.

To get started you need to install the Agrello ID app from the App Store or Google Play

The creation of an Agrello ID

1. Create an account
2. Backup your account
3. Secure Agrello ID keys
4. Verify your identity
Secure your Agrello ID keys

Upon proceeding, you will be prompted to enter PIN (Personal Identification Number) codes for your identification key and your signing key. The identification key is secured by a 4-digit PIN1 code as an industry standard for authentication and authorization purposes.

The signing key is secured by a 6-digit PIN2 code for increased protection of your digital identity information and the use of the key for material transactions.

1. Enter the PIN1 code for the identification key
2. Enter the same PIN1 code for the identification key to confirm
3. Enter the PIN2 code for the signing key
4. Enter the same PIN2 code for the signing key to confirm
5. Once completed, your keys get encrypted with your corresponding PIN codes and stored securely

At this point, you have obtained a non-qualified Agrello ID, which can be used to authenticate into the Agrello Platform as well as partner systems and manage your Agrello account.

Upon successful completion of the verification checks, your Agrello digital identity gets the qualified status. With the qualified Agrello ID, you can now authorize material transactions and digitally sign legally binding agreements with confidence.

What are the PIN codes

**Agrello ID PIN1** is a 4-digit code that protects an unauthorized use of your identification private key. With your PIN1, you authorize the system to use your private key to perform requested authentication operations.

**Agrello ID PIN2** is a 6-digit code that protects an unauthorized use of your signing private key. With your PIN2, you authorize the system to use your private key to perform requested signature operations or completing transactions.

Start your free trial with Agrello

Visit [www.agrello.io](http://www.agrello.io) to obtain your personal Agrello ID and get ready to sign your documents in a few minutes.

To create your personal Agrello ID, don’t forget to hold your smartphone nearby.

You will need to download the Agrello ID application to get started.